Odour signals major histocompatibility complex genotype in an Old World monkey
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The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is an extraordinarily diverse cluster of genes that play a key role in the immune system. MHC gene products are also found in various body secretions, leading to the suggestion that MHC genotypes are linked to unique individual odour types that animals use to assess the suitability of other individuals as potential mates or social partners. We investigated the relationship between chemical odour profiles and genotype in a large, naturally reproducing population of mandrills, using gas chromatography–mass spectrometry and MHC genotyping. Odour profiles were not linked to the possession of particular MHC supertypes. Sex influenced some measures of odour diversity and dominance rank influenced some measures of odour diversity in males, but not in females. Odour similarity was strongly related to similarity at the MHC, and, in some cases, to pedigree relatedness. Our results suggest that odour provides both a cue of individual genetic quality and information against which the receiver can compare its own genotype to assess genetic similarity. These findings provide a potential mechanism underlying mate choice for genetic diversity and MHC similarity as well as kin selection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is an extraordinarily diverse cluster of genes that play a key role in the immune system [1]. MHC genes are also linked to key reproductive and social behaviours, including mate choice and kin selection [2–5]. Owing to its role in the immune system, mate choice for MHC genotype may offer several, non-exclusive fitness advantages, by providing offspring with genes that are associated with immunity to particular pathogens [6] or increased (or optimal) MHC diversity and thus disease resistance, or by providing a ‘moving target’ against infection by rapidly evolving parasites [7,8]. For example, choice for MHC-disparate partners or those with an optimal set of MHC dissimilar alleles has been reported in taxa as diverse as birds, fishes and lizards [9–11], as well as non-human primates [12]. The question of whether our own species’ mate choice is related to MHC has been a source of controversy, but recent reviews have concluded that the mixed results may reflect context-dependent preference expression [13,14].

Mate choice for MHC dissimilarity may also allow animals to avoid inbreeding, by increasing genome-wide genetic diversity as well as MHC diversity in offspring [7,8]. While animals should avoid mating with close relatives, they should bias their social behaviour towards them [15]. Kin selection requires that individuals be able to discriminate between conspecifics with different degrees of genetic relatedness. This discrimination may be based on familiarity, but kin may also be unfamiliar. For example, maternal kin in Cercopithecine primates are raised in close matrilines groups, and are familiar with one another from birth. However, paternal kin may be equally related to one another [16], but are raised in different matrilines, and are thus unfamiliar. Nevertheless, paternal kin bias positive social behaviour towards one another relative to unrelated individuals [17]. Evidence from mice suggests that MHC may be involved in such kin discrimination. Female mice prefer to nest with partners that share MHC alleles [18] and retrieve pups that are genetically identical to them [19].

This evidence for a key role for MHC in behaviours linked to reproductive success begs the question of how animals are able to recognize and assess the MHC genotype of conspecifics. One possible answer lies in the fact that MHC gene products are also found in bodily secretions. This observation, in combination with the extreme variability of MHC genes, led to the hypothesis that MHC genotypes are linked to unique individual odour types—complex mixtures of volatile chemicals present in secretions [20]. Although MHC odour types may not be the only signals of olfactory individuality, which may also be mediated via various other polymorphic gene products in odour, including
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non-volatile MHC class I peptides [2,21], volatile odortypes alone are sufficient to convey MHC haplotype information in mice [22,23]. Furthermore, choice experiments have shown that many species, including humans, are able to differentiate between the odour of individuals on the basis of MHC genotype (reviews in Beauchamp & Yamazaki [2] and Penn [7]). However, these behavioural assays shed little light on the link between MHC genotype and odour type.

If odour signals MHC genotype, then individuals should possess stable odortypes and MHC similarity should be reflected in similarity of odour profiles. Studies investigating this relationship have focused on mouse urine and suggest that individual odortypes are the product of a complicated interaction between MHC and other genes, with numerous compounds expressed differentially according to the MHC genotype (e.g. [24–26]). Volatile components of human urine are also associated with the MHC genotype [27]. Related, or genetically similar, individuals are likely to possess similar MHC genotypes, and a relationship between kinship or overall genetic distance and similarity in odour profile has been reported for some vertebrate species [28–32]. Crucially, however, no study, to our knowledge, has yet combined the investigation of MHC similarity, overall relatedness and odour profiles in a non-model species.

Here, we integrate genetic and chemical data to investigate the relationship between MHC genotype, pedigree relatedness and odour profiles in a large, naturally reproducing population of mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx, Cercopithecinae). Both male and female mandrills possess a sternal gland, unlike most Old World monkeys. Volatile odour profiles of the sternal gland secretion differ according to both variable (age, dominance rank in males) and fixed (sex, possibly individual identity) features of the signaller [33]. MHC-diverse males have higher reproductive success, and mandrills reproduce preferentially with MHC dissimilar individuals [34]. One possible mechanism underlying these patterns is pre-copulatory mate selection based on MHC genotype. Moreover, mandrills are able to discriminate paternal kin from non-kin [35], despite their polygynandrous mating system. If more closely related individuals, which are more similar at the MHC, possess more similar odour phenotypes, then they may identify these unfamiliar relatives by comparing their odour with self or known relatives (‘phenotype matching’; [17]).

We examined the hypotheses that odour signals MHC genotype, and that odour similarity reflects genetic similarity, testing the following predictions:

- odour profiles differentiate reliably between animals possessing particular MHC genotypes,
- individual odour diversity is related to MHC diversity. Because this is the first investigation of odour profile diversity in mandrills, we also examined the influence of sex, age and rank on diversity, and
- chemical distance in odour profile is related to MHC dissimilarity and pedigree relatedness at the dyadic level.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Subjects
The mandrill colony at the Center International de Recherches Médicales, Franceville (CIRMF), Gabon, was established in 1983–1984 with 15 unrelated animals in a 6.5 ha forest enclosure (E1). A second group was established in a smaller enclosure (E2, 3.5 ha) in 1994 by transferring 17 mandrills from E1. All subsequent changes in group size have been owing to natural reproduction, deaths and occasional removals. The mandrills forage freely and receive monkey chow, fruit and vegetables daily. Group sizes during the study were 75 animals in E1 (45 females, 30 males) and 72 animals in E2 (34 females, 25 males).

We collected odour samples directly from anaesthetized individuals captured in March and October 2004 and March 2005, with additional opportunistic sampling when animals were captured for other reasons. We extracted the age and pedigree [36] of all study subjects from long-term colony records and determined dominance ranks for both sexes from daily records of avoidance interactions. Female dominance ranks were stable during the study period, male ranks changed periodically [37].

We collected odour samples in two ways: (i) by rubbing a sterile cotton swab against the sternal gland 10 times vertically and 10 times horizontally, using steady pressure and (ii) by collecting hairs from the sternal gland. We exposed control swabs to the air during sampling to identify any volatile compounds that did not derive from the mandrills. We transferred swabs, hair samples and control swabs to separate vials, froze them immediately in liquid nitrogen and stored them at −80°C. We obtained 88 swab samples (59 samples from 27 males, 29 samples from 18 females, one to four replicates per individual, mean 2), and 89 samples of sternal gland hair from 43 individuals (60 samples from 26 males aged 6.2–17.3 years, mean 10.7 years; 29 samples from 17 females aged 6.5–26.4 years, mean 14.8 years; one to four replicates per individual, mean 2).

(b) Odour analyses
We have detailed our extraction and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) methods elsewhere [33]. Briefly, we subjected swab samples to dynamic headspace extraction and hair samples to solid-phase microextraction, followed by GC–MS. We standardized peak retention times using an internal standard (α-pinene) and identified eluted compounds by comparison with the NIST mass spectral database, v. 5.0 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). We determined the relative amounts of compounds by integrating the areas of the corresponding peaks in the total ion current profile and calculated percentages with respect to the total area. We retained peaks that comprised at least 0.05 per cent of the total area of the chromatogram and analysed all samples in a short period of time to minimize inter-assay variability. We identified a total of 47 distinct peaks that were not present in the control swabs in 88 swab samples, and 59 distinct peaks in the volatile chemical composition of hair samples (see [33] for details).

(c) MHC genotyping
We used DNA from blood collected during captures to genotype 40 study animals (24 males and 16 females) for MHC-DRB [34,38]; insufficient DNA was available for the remaining three males and three females for whom we had odour samples. We PCR-amplified MHC-DRB sequences and analysed products using denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis and direct sequencing [38] and repeated all genotyping experiments to confirm the assigned genotypes.
Ideally, studies should survey a larger region of the MHC than MHC-DRB, but this requires a level of knowledge of MHC structure that is lacking for most non-model organisms. However, the MHC region is characterized by strong linkage disequilibrium [39], meaning that relatively small segments of the MHC provide valuable information about the larger complex.

We use the number of different sequences present in an individual as a measure of MHC diversity, without making assumptions about the number of loci involved. We also used MHC-DRB sequences to determine 11 MHC-DRB super-types [34]. Supertypes are groups of sequences that share peptide-binding motifs and are therefore functionally similar. They also collapse large numbers of sequences, each present in only a few animals, into a smaller number of variables, more suitable for use in statistical analyses.

(d) Statistical analyses
We used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the chemical compounds in mandrill odour samples to a smaller number of uncorrelated principal components (PCs) that explained most of the variance. We retained PCs with eigenvalues greater than 1 (15 PCs for swabs, explaining a total 79.3% of the variance; 18 PCs for hair samples, explaining a total 76.8% of the variance; [33]). We used these PCs as covariates in discriminant function analysis (DFA) to examine the relationship between odour and MHC genotype, grouping samples using possession of individual supertypes (present/absent for each).

We described the semi-chemical complexity of mandrill sternal gland secretions using two diversity indices. Richness is the total number of compounds in the odour profile regardless of relative abundance. The Shannon index \( H \) takes into account how the diversity is distributed among the different compounds, and is higher when diversity is more even [40].

We compared diversity indices in males and females using a general linear mixed model (GLMM), including individual identity as a random factor to account for the use of multiple samples for the same individual, diversity as the dependent variable and sex as the independent variable. We examined the relationships between rank and age and diversity indices separately for the two sexes using similar GLMMs. Finally, we used further GLMMs to investigate the relationship between MHC diversity (number of sequences and number of supertypes possessed, in separate analyses) and diversity indices.

We used multi-dimensional scaling to create distance matrices for odour profiles, calculated as squared Euclidean distances for each dyad for both swabs and hairs. Where we had more than one sample for an individual, we used the mean distance to each other animal. We used the complete microsatellite pedigree for the colony [36] to create relatedness matrices, using the relatedness coefficient, \( f \), for each possible dyad. We constructed MHC dissimilarity matrices using the number of (i) different MHC sequences and (ii) different MHC supertypes possessed by each dyad.

We compared the two matrices of chemical distance (for swab and hair samples) with each other and with matrices of \( f \) and MHC dissimilarity using Kendall’s \( \tau \) matrix correlations with 2000 permutations, permuting rows and columns independently. We used partial matrix correlations to examine the relationship between chemical distance and MHC dissimilarity, controlling for \( f \). We ran analyses for (i) all animals together, (ii) same-sex dyads, and (iii) cross-sex dyads. In the latter case, we permuted columns only because the matrices were not square. Age and dominance rank influence male odour profiles [33] and are strongly correlated in our dataset, so we also partialled out the influence of rank difference in males. Replacing the rank difference matrix with age difference did not alter the significance of our results. MHC supertype dissimilarity was highly positively correlated with MHC sequence dissimilarity (all dyads: \( \tau = 0.656, p\text{-right} = 0.0005 \)), and results for the two MHC dissimilarity estimates did not differ qualitatively, so we present only those for MHC sequence dissimilarity.

We conducted PCA, DFA and multi-dimensional scaling using SPSS 15.0 for Windows, and matrix correlations using MATMAN 1.1 [41], set \( \alpha < 0.05 \) and corrected for multiple testing where appropriate.

3. RESULTS

(a) Odour profiles and possession of supertypes
Mandrills in this study possessed two to seven MHC sequences (mean \( \pm \) s.e.m.: 4.3 \( \pm \) 0.2) and two to six MHC supertypes (mean \( \pm \) s.e.m.: 3.6 \( \pm \) 0.2). MHC diversity based on sequences and supertypes were highly positively correlated \( (r = 0.883, p < 0.001, n = 40) \). DFA did not differentiate between odour profiles of mandrills that possessed and did not possess any of the 11 MHC supertypes (see the electronic supplementary material), despite the fact that inclusion of repeat samples for some individuals increases the risk of type I error (but retains information concerning intra-individual variation). While these analyses were limited by the fact that some supertypes occurred in only a few individuals, while others occurred in most (range 2–31 individuals, mean \( \pm \) s.e.m. 15.1 \( \pm \) 2.6 individuals), they suggest that odour does not signal the possession of particular supertypes.

(b) Comparison of odour diversity with sex, rank, age and MHC diversity
Male odour profiles were more diverse than female profiles for \( H \) in hair samples, but not for Richness (table 1). \( H \) in swab samples was significantly related to male rank (table 2), with dominant males more diverse than subordinates. However, there was no relationship between male rank and odour diversity in hair samples. Odour diversity was not significantly related to rank in females, or to age in either sex.

\( H \), but not Richness, increased with the number of MHC supertypes possessed by a male for hair samples, but not swab samples (table 2). There were no significant relationships between odour diversity and number of MHC sequences in males, or between odour diversity and MHC diversity in females (table 2).

(c) Chemical distance, MHC similarity and relatedness
Chemical distances between dyads calculated using hair and swab samples were highly positively and significantly correlated \( (\tau = 0.305, p\text{-right} < 0.001) \). MHC dissimilarity increased with chemical distance for all dyads (table 3 and figure 1), male–male dyads, female–female dyads (swab samples only) and cross-sex dyads (hair samples only; see the electronic supplementary material, S2).
Values of $f$ ranged from 0 (unrelated) to 0.5 (parent–offspring or full siblings) in dyads for whom we had odour samples. $f$ was not significantly correlated with either swab or hair distances in all dyads (table 3) or male–male dyads (see the electronic supplementary material, S2). It was, however, negatively related to chemical distance in hair samples in male–female dyads. Surprisingly, it was positively correlated with chemical distance in hair samples in female–female dyads (see the electronic supplementary material, S2).

Partialling out any effect of $f$, MHC sequence dissimilarity increased with chemical differences in all analyses (table 3 and electronic supplementary material, S2). In the reverse analysis, partialling out the effect of MHC dissimilarity, we found a significant positive relationship between $f$ and chemical distance in male–male and female–female dyads, but not in all dyads or male–female dyads, suggesting that the relationship between odour distance and MHC dissimilarity was stronger than that between odour distance and $f$.

### Table 1. Results of GLMM investigating sex differences in the chemical diversity of odour profiles in mandrills. (Within-individual variation where individuals contributed more than one sample: range 0–20 ($Richness$), 0–1.6 ($H$).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean ± s.e.m.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swabs (d.f. = 1,84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Richness$</td>
<td>18 ± 1</td>
<td>17 ± 1</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hairs (d.f. = 1,93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Richness$</td>
<td>22 ± 1</td>
<td>21 ± 1</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Results of GLMMs investigating relationships between chemical diversity and rank, age and MHC diversity in male and female mandrills. ($H$, Shannon index. d.f.: male swabs 1,50; male hairs 1,54; female swabs 1,25; females hairs 1,27. We examined the influence of age and rank separately in males, because these two variables were collinear.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>swab samples</th>
<th>hair samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Richness$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>males rank</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC sequences$^a$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC supertypes$^a$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>females rank</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC sequences</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC supertypes</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Including rank as a covariate in the model.

### Table 3. Results of matrix correlations comparing chemical distance, MHC dissimilarity, pedigree relatedness and rank difference in mandrills. ($n = 780$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first matrix (x)</th>
<th>second matrix (y)</th>
<th>matrix correlation</th>
<th>partial matrix correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$-right</td>
<td>$p$-left</td>
<td>$r_{xy}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC</td>
<td>swab</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>swab</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

We conducted, to our knowledge, the first comprehensive study of the relationships between MHC genotype and chemical odour profiles for a non-model organism (i.e. an organism other than humans or rodents). Our results suggest that mandrill odour profiles signal MHC genotype in addition to signalling valuable information concerning sex and male rank. Although we were unable to discriminate reliably between individuals possessing particular MHC supertypes based on odour profiles, odour diversity reflected MHC diversity in males, while odour similarity in dyads was also strongly related to similarity at the MHC, and in some cases to pedigree relatedness. Thus, odour provides a signal of
samples. We have discussed differences between the two reflected in chemical differences in hair, but not swab MHC dissimilarity and pedigree relatedness were true for pedigree relatedness. Finally, in cross-sex dyads, samples, but not in hair samples, and the opposite was females was related to chemical differences in swab samples, but not in swab samples. MHC dissimilarity in diversity correlated with odour diversity in male hair broadly similar, but we did find some differences. MHC and distance measured at the dyadic level with number of other animal to their own odour, or to that of unfamiliar individuals by assessing the odour similarity of other animal to their own odour, or to that of known close relatives. This may underlie their ability to discriminate paternal kin from non-relatives [35], and facilitate kin selection. Finally, our findings contribute to an increasing body of evidence suggesting that odour cues play a much greater role in communication in anthropoid primates, including humans, than previously assumed [42,43].

Results for the two types of odour samples were both individual genetic diversity and information against which the receiver can compare its own genotype to assess genetic similarity. The positive relationship between odour dissimilarity and MHC dissimilarity in cross-sex dyads provides a potential means by which mandrills could achieve the MHC-disassortative patterns of reproduction that we have previously reported [34]. Moreover, our findings also identify a mechanism by which mandrills may be able to assess the relatedness of unfamiliar individuals by assessing the odour similarity of other animal to their own odour, or to that of known close relatives. This may underlie their ability to discriminate paternal kin from non-relatives [35], and facilitate kin selection. Finally, our findings contribute to an increasing body of evidence suggesting that odour cues play a much greater role in communication in anthropoid primates, including humans, than previously assumed [42,43].

Results for the two types of odour samples were broadly similar, but we did find some differences. MHC diversity correlated with odour diversity in male hair samples, but not in swab samples. MHC dissimilarity in females was related to chemical differences in swab samples, but not in hair samples, and the opposite was true for pedigree relatedness. Finally, in cross-sex dyads, MHC dissimilarity and pedigree relatedness were reflected in chemical differences in hair, but not swab samples. We have discussed differences between the two types of odour samples elsewhere [33]. Briefly, they show a relatively low degree of overlap in chemical composition, probably owing to the different analysis methods used, and because each type of sample may include substances that do not derive directly from the scent gland. However, both types of samples include substances that are transferred to the substrate during scent-marking, and both may contribute to an individual's body odour. Indeed, the real cue to mandrills is likely to be composed of a mixture of these substances.

We found no evidence that odour signals the possession of particular genotypes, which may be either good, associated with immunity to particular pathogens [6], or deleterious, associated with higher susceptibility to parasites (e.g. [44] for lemurs). This contrasts with the degree of facial red colour in male mandrills, which is associated with possession of some of the same MHC supertypes [45], and raises the possibility that visual traits signal the possession of particular genotypes, while odour signals other aspects of the genotype (diversity and similarity). A similar scenario under which visual and olfactory communication act in a complementary fashion has been proposed for humans, in which facial attractiveness appears to signal MHC similarity, while odour signals MHC dissimilarity [46].

The sex differences that we identified in odour signal diversity build on our previous analyses in which we found that we could reliably discriminate male and female odour profiles using DFA [33], and suggest that sex differences in odour profiles are owing to differences in how the chemical diversity is distributed among the different compounds that comprise the signal, rather than to differences in the number of compounds present. This provides an interesting comparison with ring-tailed lemurs, where female odour contains more compounds than male's [28], and reflects differences in the social system of the two species. Male mandrills are dominant over females, while female lemurs are dominant over males [47]. Thus, the socially dominant sex has a more diverse odour profile in both species.

The sex difference in the influence of rank on odour profile (there was no rank difference in odour profile diversity in females) is also expected, as we have previously shown that DFA can discriminate reliably between the odour profile of males, but not females, of different ranks [33]. The relationship between male rank and $H$, but not Richness in swab samples, suggests that the relative proportions of compounds vary more in dominant males than in subordinates, although they have the same number of compounds. This suggests that dominant males may have higher concentrations of certain compounds, that are likely to be testosterone-related, as in mice [48], since higher ranking male mandrills have higher levels of testosterone [37,49].

The relationship between odour diversity and the number of MHC supertypes in males suggests that odour reliably signals MHC diversity in mandrills. Possession of a larger number of supertypes will allow a male to respond to a greater diversity of pathogens, rendering him fitter than less diverse individuals [50]. This is particularly interesting because more MHC-diverse males have higher reproductive success in our study population [34], suggesting that they have an advantage in either male–male competition, female choice or
both. However, we found no significant relationships between variation in male red coloration and MHC diversity [45]. Our new results suggest that male genetic quality may instead be communicated to rival males and potential mates via odour.

The relationship between odour distance and MHC dissimilarity appears to reflect a direct link between odour and the MHC, rather than a relationship between overall genetic similarity and odour. Analyses of the relationship between chemical distance and pedigree relatedness produced more ambiguous results than those for MHC dissimilarity. Chemical distance was significantly negatively correlated with relatedness in male–female dyads, as in same-sex dyads of beavers [31]. Odour profile similarity also correlates with microsatellite allele-sharing in ring-tailed lemurs [28,29]. However, chemical distance was unrelated to relatedness in all dyads and in male–male dyads in our study, and positively correlated with relatedness in female–female dyads—i.e. more related female–female dyads were more dissimilar in odour. Moreover, all relationships between pedigree relatedness and chemical distance were weaker than those for MHC dissimilarity, and partial correlation analyses suggested that the relationships between odour dissimilarity and MHC dissimilarity were stronger than those with relatedness. Future studies should test the relative influence of both overall genetic similarity and MHC similarity on odour similarity.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that odour encodes complex genotypic information in an Old World monkey. These findings are exciting, because they serve to fill the deep phylogenetic gap between studies of rodents (mainly laboratory strains) and humans. Future studies should (i) attempt to disentangle the relationships among MHC genotype, overall genetic make-up and odour profiles, (ii) investigate the non-volatile components of scent marks, because mandrills may also glean information from non-volatile, higher molecular weight compounds (e.g. [51,52]), (iii) test hypotheses proposed to explain how the MHC might affect odour, as the physiological pathways remain unclear [11], and (iv) address the question of how the information available in mandrill odour is received, and how it influences behaviour.

This study was approved by Comité d’Ethique Paris Sud and complied with animal care regulations and applicable national laws in Gabon.
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